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Abstract. Using the high-energy neutrons available at the ISlS facility, n deep inelastic neutron 
scattering study of polycrysOlline sodium has teen made. In this experiment the scattering 
function, S ( Q .  o), has teen measured al four different lempratures (30 K. 100 K, 200 K, 
300 K) in order to study the changes in the neutron Compton profiles. The data were analysed 
using the impulse approximation and the known densiry of stares. Wxlhin the 4% accuracy of 
the experiment. the results are consistent wilh sodium behaving as a harmonic solid, 

1. Introduction 

Spallation sources produce an abundance of neutrons with energies in the 1-50 eV region of 
the spectrum, and these allow a direct determination of atomic momentum distributions by 
use of a technique known as deep inelastic neutron scattering (DINS). This technique requires 
high energy and momentum transfers in order that the impulse approximation (]A) can be 
used to interpret the scattering data The first studies using the 1.4 were made on liquid 
4He [l-31 following the proposal made by Hohenberg and P l a m a n  [4] that it enabled 
the proportion of atoms in the zero-momentum state of the superfluid to be determined. 
The development of spallation sources with high-energy neutron intensities, two orders of 
magnitude larger than those from reactor sources in the 1-50 eV region, has now made it 
possible to make similar measurements on light atoms in crystals [5 ,6 ] .  

At the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory’s ISIS facility, the inverse geometry 
spectrometer EVS has been developed for doing work in the high-energy regime required to 
analyse impulsive recoil scattering. The purpose of our experiment on sodium was to study 
the temperature dependence of the atomic momentum distribution and to compare the results 
with calculations based on the harmonic approximation and the known density of phonon 
states [7]. When this comparison was made in solid helium [8J the widths observed were 
15% larger than those calculated and the difference was attributed to anharmonic effects 
in the phonon momentllm distribution, and thus the calculation based on the harmonic 
theory were inadequate. A similar comparison has been made in the case of beryllium 
[5]  and lithium [9] on the HET instrument at ISIS, and in these experiments the widths 
were 6% and 12% larger than theory. However, an experiment performed on lithium 
using the EVS spectrometer gave measurements less than 2% larger than the theory [ 6 ] .  
One explanation for these larger widths is that the harmonic approximation for the atomic 
momentum distribution may be affected by anharmonicity. In sodium [IO] anharmonic 
effects are large at high temperatures, and a comparison between the measured width and 
the calculated width will provide further information above the effects of anharmonicity and 
the validity of interpreting the 1A in terms of the harmonic model. 
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2. Theory 

The I A  assumes that when at atom in a system collides with a high-energy neutron, the 
scattering atom recoils freely and the effects of interatomic collisions can be neglected [ I  11. 
The dynamic stmcture factor S(Q, U )  may be written 

This represents the incoherent scattering from a system of free particles with a momentum 
distribution n(p). In this equation, h p  is the initial momentum of an atom in the target 
system, hQ is the momentum transferred from the neuaon to the sample, hw is the energy 
transfer, and M is the atomic mass of the scattering system. 

For an ideal solid with hannonic interatomic interactions the IA is valid asymptotically 
at high wavevector transfers [ 121. The theory then predicts [ 131 that for a monatomic system 
the high-energy wavevector scattering is given by 

S~A(Q. w )  = (1/2~u,’)’”exp(-(ho -h2Q2/2M)2/2u,‘) (2) 

a Gaussian centred at a recoil energy of h2Q2/2M for a wavevector transfer Q, with width 
us = h2Q .p/M, where h p / M  is the root mean square initial velocity of the atom. The Qz 
dependence of the recoil energy and the Q dependence of the width can be used to check 
the validity of the 1.4. The slope of the width, US, versus Q gives the mean momentum of 
the atoms, which can be directly compared with the theory. 

It is useful to introduce an analysis technique for DINS known as y-scaling [I41 where 

Y = (M/Q)(m - hQz/2M). (3) 

In the y-scaling transformation every point in (Q, U )  space corresponds to a unique point 
in the atomic momentum space hp, For an isotropic system the following relations hold: 

where the z-axis has been taken along the direction of the wavevector transfer, Q. J(y)  
is known as the neutron Compton profile and is analogous to the Compton profile for x- 
ray scattering [15]. Consequently J ( y )  is the probability that an atom has the momentum 
component y along Q.  

For an isotropic harmonic system the atomic momentum distribution is identical to that 
for an ideal gas, except that the temperature T is replaced by T*--an effective temperature 
[16]. Thus n(p)  is given by 

n ( p )  = ( l/2nMkbT*)3’2 exp(-p2/2MkbT*) (6) 
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In this equation, Z(o) represents the density of states of the lattice vibrations. Substituting 
equations (6) and (7) into equation (5)  we have that the neutron Compton profile for an 
isotropic harmonic system has the following Gaussian form: 

with the width U, given by 

Note that the width of the J (y), uy, is equal to fty-the initial z-component of the momentum 
of an atom in the target system. For an isotropic harmonic solid the width of the neutron 
Compton profile is Q independent and this means that the widths from different detectors 
can be averaged together. 

If the density of states, Z(w), for a system is known it is a simple matter to compare the 
widths extracted from the neutron Compton profiles with equations (7) and (9)-assuming 
the IA is valid. 

3. The experiment 

The sodium used was polycrystalline and was placed between two flat plates with vanadium 
windows such that the sample thickness was 5 mm. At this thickness the sodium gave 
about 4% scattering-low enough that multiple-scattering effects were not significant [5].  
The sample can was placed in a cryostat in order that the neutron Compton profile could be 
measured at various temperatures (30 K, 100 K, 200 K, 300 K) to observe the systematic 
changes in the widths with increasing temperature. 

The data to measure the atomic momentum distribution of sodium were collected as 
time-of-flight spectra on the EVS spectrometer at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. This 
has a large flux of high-energy neutrons, as required for DINS. EVS has four banks of ?He 
detectors, two in the forward-scattering position (1.3&&54") and two in the back scattering 
(114&f152°). The forward-scattering banks contain ten detectors each and the back- 
scattering banks fifteen. The source-to-sample distance on EVS is 11 m, the distance from 
the sample to the forward-scattering detectors is 0.8 m, and for the back scattering detectors 
it is 1 m. The experiment was set up using two different types of analyser foil-gold and 
uranium, positioned such that each covered a forward- and back-scattering bank of detectors. 
The analyser foils use the nuclear resonance absorption (Au-4.922 eV, U-6.671 eV) to 
define the final energy of the scattered neutrons, and a filter difference technique is used 
to collect the data. The foils give different energy resolutions because they have different 
resonance widths (FWHM: AEA" = 0.141 eV, AEu = 0.061 eV). The uranium foils have 
better resolution, but lower transmission than the gold foils and thus result in worse statistics 
for equal counting times. 

The energy component of the resolution function on EVS is Lorentzian in shape and is 
the dominant instrumental effect. It is dependent on the widths of the resonance of the foil, 
and in y-space also depends on the mass of the target system. In y-space when the mass of 
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the target system is much larger than the mass of a neutron of the Hwm of the Lorentzian 
energy contribution is given by [I71 

UE = ( M [ 1 +  Lt/Lo]/2fikl sin(O/2)}AE/2. 

where L I  is the sample-to-detector distance and Lo is the source-to-sample distance, kt is 
the scattered neutron momentum, 0 is the scattering angle and A E  is the resonance width 
of the analyser foil. Table 1 shows the energy resolution width for a detector from each 
of the four different banks of our experimental configuration. It is seen that the resolution 
from the back-scattering detectors is better than that from the forward-scattering banks, and 
that the uranium foils have better resolution than the gold. 

Table 1. Energy resolution widths on EVS. 

Scattering angle, B (") Gold foil. o f / h  (h-') Uranium foil, CEF (h-1) 

44 23.0 9.5 
145 9.3 4.0 

The contribution of the recoil scattering is extracted from the neutron Compton profile 
by convolving the Lorentzian energy resolution function for each detector with a Gaussian 
giving a Voigt function. The angular resolution and the uncertainties due to the detector 
distances and time effects are included in the Gaussian function along with the width from 
the recoil scattering. For sodium these latter uncertainties give a small contribution to the 
widths compared to that 6om the resonance energy widths. 

4. The data 

The data were collected as time-of-flight spectra, with the analyser foil first in and then out. 
These two spectra were subtracted from each other before any other transformations were 
performed; the result is data at a fixed final energy as defined by the analyser foil. The 
procedure was then repeated with an empty can, and the result subtracted from the sample 
data. The time-of-flight data for each detector were transformed into (Q, w )  space using 
standard EVS routines described in [NI. The validity of the IA is tested by a graph of Qz 
versus the recoil energy, i.e. the peak position of S(Q, w),  as shown in figure 1 for each 
detector. The straight line is the prediction of the IA, = hZQ2/2M. The data points 
are from both the gold and uranium foil detectors at forward- and back-scattering angles. 
The back-scattering detectors do not lie exactly on the 1~ line-the uranium sitting slightly 
above and the gold slightly below. If these deviations were due to the failure of the IA both 
would be expected to lie on the same side of the line, for example any deviations from the 
IA due to final-state effects would result in data points that lay below the straight line [ 111. 
It is thus concluded that there is no significant deviation from straight-line behaviour and 
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Figure 1. A graph of peak positions of S(Q.  U )  versus Q2. The smight line is a simulation 
using Ensm,! =h'q2/2M-Lhe recoil energy from a harmonic solid. T = 30 K. 

Figure 2. Transformed scattering data 3t 100 K from a forward-scattering detector with a gold 
foil analyser. ?be solid line represents a fit to a Voigt function. 

that the discrepancies in the back-scattering detectors are due to errors arising in the data 
analysis, the can subtraction or instrument calibration. 

The transformation to y-space was then performed 1181. The result of one of these 
transformations for a gold forward-scattering detector is shown in figure 2 along with a fit 
to a Voigt function-a Gaussian convolved with the Lorentzian energy resolution function as 
discussed in the previous section. Note that the recoil scattering is symmetric. The width of 
the recoil scattering was extracted from the Voigt function, and figure 3 shows these widths 
plotted against the detector angle for the uranium back-scattering bank. The widths of the 
neutron Compton profiles are independent of the detector angle within the experimental 
accuracy-the Q dependence having been removed by the y-scaling; this along with the 
Q2 dependence of the peak positions (figure 1) shows that the data collected on EVS for 
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Figure 3. The width versus scattering angle for the uranium back-scanering detectors. Note 
that the width here is in unils of ay f h  = p .  and represents the initid momentum of the target 
system. T = 30 K. 

sodium are consistent with the 1A and hence that the analysis method is appropriate. 
The widths extracted from the fits are known only to an accuracy of 6% for each detector 

in the back-scattering bank and 10% for the forward scattering. Since the @dependence 
has been removed by the y-scaling (figure 3), the widths from the detectors in  each bank 
have been averaged. Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the widths along with 
a comparison of the theory for a harmonic solid (equation (9)) using the measured density 
of states [7] to calculate the effective temperature. Figure 4(4) shows that the widths from 
the gold high-angle detectors are systematically lower than the widths from the other banks: 
this is due to errors introduced when subtracting the empty-can run. Figure 4(6) shows 
the average widths from all four banks. Within the experimental spread of widths the data 
are well described by the theory and there is no evidence for any systematic deviations 
from harmonic solid behaviour. At 30 K, below the phase transition at 35 K from the 
body-centred cubic structure to the hexagonal close-packed structure 1191, no evidence is 
seen for any appreciable change in the width. 

The instrumental resolution of EVS in y-space deteriorates with target mass as given 
by equation (10). and so it will be difficult to obtain more accurate results for the recoil 
scattering for Large masses, and hence to observe any deviations from the IA.  In fact with 
the present resolution of EVS, accurate determinations of atomic momentum distributions 
are limited to atomic masses of less than 15 amu, with EVS being primarily useful for 
studying the momentum distribution of hydrogen and deuterium. 

5. Conclusions 

The EVS spectrometer has been used to show that the neutron recoil scattering from sodium 
below 300 K is consistent with the IA. Comparing the widths extracted from the neutron 
Compton profiles with the harmonic model for sodium, good agreement is seen within the 
accuracy of the data, -4%, and thus from this experiment the recoil scattering from sodium 
is essentially the same as that from a collection of particles interacting with harmonic forces. 
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Figure 4. (a) The widths, oJy/h, extracted from the Voigt-function fits compared with a 
simulzion of lhe theory far a harmonic solid, equation (9). using the measured density of 
states to calculate the effective temperahre. T*.  (b )  The average widths from the four banks 
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